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Background
















 Detergent and Cleaning
 Food (including dairy), textiles, starch, baking, animal feed, pulp 
and paper  
 Enzymes - Organic synthesis and processing of chemicals and 
pharmaceutical intermediates

















 Hormones and Proteins - Skin conditions, osteoporosis, vaccines
 Monoclonal antibodies (mABs) - Analytical diagnosis of cancers, 
immunotherapy of human disease
 Targeted drug delivery 
 Pathology – β-amyloid peptide & Tau (Alzheimer’s)
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Inverse Liquid Chromatography 
of Proteins (ILCP)
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 Inspired by Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC)































Mutant or Engineered 
Proteins












 Hydrophobic groups key to 3D structure
 Changes in Surface Hydrophobicity a marker
 Protein Aggregation
 Ligand Binding















































































































































 Surface Hydrophobicity Decreases with Unfolding due 
to Temperature
 Nakai and Li-Chan (1989)









































 pH Surface Hydrophobicity Changes Reversible
 Temperature Surface Hydrophobicity Changes not 
Reversible in given experiment.













 Use of small molecule probes in Inverse HPLC to assess 
Surface Hydrophobicity feasible
 Comparative trends for Surface Hydrophobicity lacking in 
Literature – only a handful found.












• Direct Thermodynamic Measurement
• No Aggregation
• Aqueous Environment 















 Therapeutically / Industrially useful proteins
 Variants of Acetophenone with –Methyln
 Hydrophobic Probes with Different Base Chemistries
 Impact of Immobilisation
 Other Surface Parameters – Surface Charge, Chemical 











 Could complement other techniques (physio-chemical, 
analytical and computational)
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